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Abstract
Digital revolution and automation play an important role in finding new solutions to actual social issues such as aging the population and developing welfare services and the productivity of welfare services. The evolution of artificial intelligence, robotics and cognitive robots has been considered as one way to develop new services, improve the quality of their services, and increase productivity [1]. Successful interaction between humans and robots is one of the most important challenges of future technology.

As in any other field of industry, digitalization is changing education and especially health care. This change is ongoing and profound as it affects every level in society. The magnitude of this change is so huge that some label it as the health care revolution. [2]. Changes in work require updating the skills. Use of technology, automation and robotics in different fields require new kind of expertise and training. New requirements in work also set demands for education to use technology [3].

Innovative use of technology, especially using robotics in real life settings during the education, is still weak. New requirements also create demands on curriculum development.

The purpose of this article is to find out how research project can be the context and new way to learn competences regarding service robots and concept development. The focus is on how to plan and implement a new joint course in master degree level. The content and the process present how student learn in real life situation in a context of a research project. This study is a starting point for planning and conducting Living Lab research towards achieving new competences during master degree studies at Laurea University of Applied Sciences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Globalization, the cyber revolution and computer science, economic competition and the broad spread of knowledge are main milestones in our decade. [4].

Information and communication technologies enable processing of information and enable transforming information quickly to the practice and in everyday life actions. This is widely evident in education and working life in general. There is a huge challenge to utilize information and communication technologies in education and in practice health care and social care fields.

According to work done in the OECD Health Policy Studies 2010 a new way to apply ICT in health area is dedicated to improve health quality, reducing costs and supporting new models of care [5]. Technological progress offers great potential in the acquisition of health information, care and services. It forges technologies into increasingly powerful tools with expanding possibilities for the development of health education and prevention programs. [4].

Digitalization and automatization are spreading rapidly and affecting all levels of the society based on EU2014. This is an important also in education and curriculum development concerns in many fields.[6].

1.2 Robotics
Studies show that robots can be divided into medical robots, institutional robots, personal assistive robots and care robots. Robots are categorized based on different characteristics: such as care
robots, service robots and social robots [7]. Robots are applied e.g. in elderly care so that robots move, monitor or remind a person to take a medication. Remote online connection is possible via robots. Robots are also able to provide entertainment in forms of games, music and interaction with the person. [8].

Nowadays robots are increasingly able to perform not only manual and routine cognitive tasks but also non-routine and cognitive tasks. In service robotics, the circumstances differ from those of industrial robotics because the environment can only very rarely be completely designed with regard to the use of the robots. [9]. The use of service robots differ a lot from industrial when the robots are intended to interact with humans in close contact. The challenge is that the robot system must react flexibly in different environments in which they render services to humans.

Leminen et al (2017) label four archetypes of service innovations stimulated by robots in health and welfare living labs. The archetypes of robotic service innovations are socializing, aiding, entertaining, and personal assisting.[10].

Based on earlier studies there are positive attitudes towards using robots, e.g. towards robots, which are able to carry out heavy, dangerous and difficult tasks.[11]. In addition, Eurobarometer survey 2012 shows that most of informants accept robots taking care of everyday hard work but do not see many benefits of robots in health care or in their own personal life. Only few (18 %) approve use of robots in healthcare context.[12].

1.3 New Competences

The need to continue developing education and training for the health and social care workforce to meet emerging health and social care challenges is apparent. This is highlighted by the global challenge of meeting the needs of for example elderly people with multiple and complex conditions.

Based on literature search Uerz et al (2018) found and identified following domains of competences:

1. Technology competences meaning the ability to use technology in general (can be related to teaching and learning)
2. Competences for pedagogical and educational use of technology
3. Beliefs about teaching and learning
4. Competences for innovation and professional learning [13].

Professional development and changing practices stipulate new requirements and make demands for education to use technology [3]. Innovative use of technology, especially using robotics in real life settings during the education is still weak. New requirements also set demands for curriculum development.

Educators not only deliver the content of their courses, but also teach and model use of technology, pedagogical beliefs and instructional strategies [14]. The ultimate purpose when using technology is to help and improve quality of human life. Ortega-Navas (2016) underlines that the contributions of new technologies have made change to some of the paradigms used in health sector for example in health promotion. Technologies have also changed the mission of education in this area by helping to improve quality of life and facilitate shared information and communication among health practitioners and between health practitioners and their patients. [4]. Automatization and robotics in working life and e.g. in healthcare and social welfare field demand special competences and new contents in curriculum.

1.4 Case ROSE project

The study is a part of a larger research project called Robots and Future of Welfare Services (ROSE), funded by Strategic Research Council, Academy of Finland. The project adopts a multidisciplinary and holistic approach to study how advances in robot and perception technologies allow product and service innovation and renewal of welfare services, when such services are developed jointly with users and other stakeholders. In addition the uptake of new services requires study of ethical issues and stakeholder participation. By joining efforts across disciplines, this project aims to go beyond the controversy between technological determinism and social constructivism to help re-define future welfare services. [15].
2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Living Lab Methodology and implementation

Living lab is defined as a network that integrates user-centered research and open innovation [16]. For example, Leminen and Westerlund define Living labs as physical regions or virtual environments where public-private-people partnerships can happen. In Living labs companies, entrepreneurs, academic organizations and users are able to create, test and validate new products and services especially in real life situations [17]. Based on the literature, Living lab can present either as a method or as a methodological approach [16]. The goal is to study a phenomena in real life contexts and the research process involves actions in real life [17]. The basic principles of Living Lab are congruent with the action research [18] because both are based on the critical knowledge interest referring Habermas´ knowledge interests [19]. Living lab research aims towards changing something. The research interventions are related the concept of change and the aim of Living lab research is to solve problems and to find out new solutions. Living lab is an environment that offers future directions for product development based on users´ experiences. Product development can be related to new products, services and applications through a cocreation process. [20],[21].

In this article Living lab as a methodological approach and as a real life environment offers the context in which research has been and will be implemented. The phenomena of service robots and development of business concepts has been studied through research orientation and process in real life setting. This context also serves as the platform for the course and as a learning environment for the students. Cocreation and codesign together with different actors including students, researchers, professionals and elderly people provides new possibilities to achieve new competences for developing robotics to support user´s health and wellbeing as well as working life.

For students Living lab methodology and action research approach are the basis of participating in ROSE project. Living lab is stimulating interaction between students and other actors. In addition, used creative methods have supported participation and involvement during the implementations of the course.

Small community, with 34 000 inhabitants, in southern part of Finland serves as the project's living lab environment. In ROSE project elderly people and home care professionals serve the role of users for developing robotics in elderly care. According to von Hippel lead users are important actors and display two main characteristics: lead users face needs long before the others in the market and lead users expect to have a significant benefit when they participate and obtain new solutions to address these needs [22].

In the ROSE project during the past two years both elderly people (N= 32) living at a service house or at private home and home care professionals (N=40) have participated in the main study. Mixed methods, such as focus group interviews with SWOT analysis, survey, videos and demos, have been used in user data collection. Based on action research, as the methodological approach and the living lab methodology have been the basis for the research, especially when developing and piloting new activities, methods or interventions, such as contents and services with Pepper robot in real life.

2.2 The purpose and research tasks

This study examines how the joint course of “Research, social robots and concept development” enables master students to achieve new competences in social robots applied to elderly care. The main aim is to respond to the challenges in health care and social welfare field while developing and piloting robotic services with students in real life context.

The research task is to find out how to design and implement the joint course based on research and development in real life setting to see the types of and findings to be found and to explore how robotics can be applied in elderly care.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Students as actors in the study

Laurea University of Applied Sciences offers twelve Master’s degree programs (90 credits). The degree includes 30 credits of program-specific core competences, 30 credits of elective studies and a thesis of 30 credits. The core competences are supplemented by Laurea's joint offer of
complementary studies, in which the student can select 30 credits of management and development studies. It is also possible to select elective studies from the core studies of other programme. Research development and innovation, working life orientation and extensive network of stakeholders are deeply linked in studies. [23].

The participating students were studying in three master’s degree programs: Service Innovation and Design, Security Management and Leadership and Management in Health care and Social Welfare. Students in this course were representing different working fields such as management and leadership in health and social welfare, security and emergency service, tourism and insurance industry. Students had the minimum of three years working experience.

Social learning is based on a cyclic process and iterative relationship between user representation, design and appropriation [24]. Social learning is similar as the basis of action research approach. Both require engaged cooperation during the process with the actors in real life contexts. Students were able to cooperate authentically in multiprofessional team and learn from each other. Through this multiprofessional teamwork students could also grasp the meaning of Living lab approach as in Living lab studies research groups are often multidisciplinary.

### 3.2 Design and implementation of the joint course

The course Research, Service robots and Concept Development (five credits) is part of elective studies in master degree program. The goals and the structure of the course were in figured in the context of ROSE project. The goals of the study unit in the master program curriculum are:

Student is able

- to understand service and social robots
- to learn fundamentals of Living lab and service design methods
- to analyze and visualize customer needs in order to create digital service concepts
- to document the results. The topic of the course was to design digital services for service and social robots.

The purpose of the studies was to support students’ active participation and involvement. During the first session teachers as researchers presented ongoing ROSE –project and the Living lab methodology. In the same time social robot, Pepper was demonstrated and students were able to achieve their first contact with Pepper robot. (Fig.1)

There were a lot of discussions and ideas about how robots, Pepper in particular, can be developed and applied in working life in different fields with various clients and in different situations. Students planned the data collection including interviews and observations of the elderly people in real life in Living lab environment. The ethical permission for the study was given by the stakeholders from the community. Participants wrote informed consent. The purpose of the data collection was to grasp the meaning of activities of daily living and the rhythm of daily life.
The data collection methods were interviews and active observation. [26]. Students and researchers interviewed during four elderly people. All participants were customers of homecare services. One participant lived in her private home and three in small group service house. Participative observation was used as a supportive method to collect the data for developing services and for Pepper robot. The data was recorded and observations were written on memos. The data was later analyzed using inductive content analysis [27]. The students and researchers together analyzed and summarized the data.

3.3 Findings of the data

In this study, master students were actively participating in research project with users and professionals for achieving and co-creating new competences of service robots and concept development. During the first stage of the project the current state of home care was analyzed and home care workers' needs and expectations of how to use robots in elderly care were mapped and analyzed. Demo sessions with five different robots were organized and both elderly people and caregivers participated in the workshop. Based on the findings of this data, we chose Pepper to be the robot to conduct and continue the research. Two pilots with Pepper robot implemented during spring 2017, the first one being a Bingo session with Pepper, and the second one a session of physical exercises with Pepper guiding the elderly.

Based on the collected data during the joint course the suggestions for future service development using social robot Pepper were categorized and are presented in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>challenge/problem</th>
<th>idea</th>
<th>plan for Pepper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loneliness/isolation</td>
<td>activation/reading/music/games</td>
<td>design reading and discussions newspaper with Pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory problems</td>
<td>remembering/personal life history</td>
<td>designing individual personalized memory box (life history, photos, places etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of relationships</td>
<td>online discussions (friends, significant others)</td>
<td>interactive contact by online video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of communication and using computers</td>
<td>learning and support via Pepper</td>
<td>Pepper guides how to use e.g. TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daily routines</td>
<td>reminder</td>
<td>Pepper reminds the day, time, dining etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basis of Living Lab approach is on collaboration with users. Cocreation with users enhance real and user-driven solutions. However, as elderly people rarely have experience in service robots, it would be beneficial to create service concept as demos with and for them. During the interviews, elderly people constantly bring up their desire to keep themselves up to date on what is happening in the world and their community. However, they are limited to more traditional news sources, e.g. television and radio. Newspapers are an option, but for many, reading has become a challenge due to deteriorating eyesight. Using Pepper as an interface, the elderly could have access to various online news sources. Pepper could also actively recommend them articles based on their interests and likings and read them aloud to the seniors, showing images from the news on the robot's display.

Becoming passive, both physically and socially, causes major issues with aging. Social robots could be used to take initiative in activating seniors in different types of activities, such as physical exercise, playing memory enhancing exercise games, and contacting the seniors’ relatives. However, there’s a fine balance in how often and what types of activities the robot should recommend, and this is also where artificial intelligence could be deployed to create a personal profile that adjusts according to the user’s preferences regarding the timing and frequency of taking initiative, as well as the type of activity that the robot is recommending. Depending on the activity level of the senior, in some cases the seniors just lay down on their beds waiting for home care to visit them. It might be interesting to explore whether a robot could increase their level of activity. Quite often elderly people themselves do not recognize their own memory problems while caregivers often do. Deteriorating memory causes
many problems, as the elderly people don’t necessarily remember to take their medication or take initiative to complete their daily routines. Reminders via a robot might be also be one content and service for elderly people still coping independently at home. From the research process during the course “research, service robots and concept development” findings from multiple sources and rich data was emerged and will guide and show the directions where to go and develop further pilots in Living lab.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Research projects enable learning in various ways. Rose project and Living lab methodology offered deep learning platform for master students. Active participation with users in real life situations anchored learning towards research-based competences.

Based on the findings and cocreation process during the joint course new perspectives, contents and services for social robots in elderly care were found. The upcoming challenge is to choose and design for piloting more user-driven services and contents with Pepper. The aim is to continue and plan two or four pilots during the next year.
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